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Today’s focus is all about creative problem solving, the 

creative brief, and developing methods to acquire good 

creative data. 
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Agenda

• Introduction

• Creative Process

• Brainstorming Tools

• Take Questions



THE SWEET SPOT FOR INNOVATION TASTES EXACTLY LIKE FRESHLY MADE CUPCAKES

Desirability, Feasibility, and Viability is the true sweet spot of 
innovation.

• Desirability — Are We Solving for the Right Pain Point? 
• Desirability tests whether your innovation is solving the 

right customer problem

• Feasibility — Are We Building on our Core Operational 
Strengths?

• Feasibility tests whether your innovation strengthens your 
business

• Viability — Does Our Solution Contribute to Long-Term Growth?
• Viability tests your value chain for long-term sustainability
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Iteration is your friend when building this trifecta 
into your innovation process.
https://www.ideou.com/blogs/inspiration/how-to-prototype-a-new-business

https://www.ideou.com/blogs/inspiration/how-to-prototype-a-new-business
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The Creative Process

What is your creative process?

Can you define it?

Who here would describe themselves as a 
creative person?

By and large, people have little confidence in 
the idea that they are creative. 

We take a limited and limiting view of the 
characteristics that are required before one is 
honored with the title of “creative person”

You have an imagination that is more 
powerful than you realize. 
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The Creative Process

Which hemisphere are you?
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The Creative Process

Some suggest your brain is split into 3 parts 
– this is called the Triune Brain.

This concept is mostly disregarded by 
neuroscientists (fromy my understanding) but 
it does help identify how functions of the 
brain are related to one another.

https://thebrainscientist.com/2018/04/11/yo
u-dont-have-a-lizard-brain/ 

https://thebrainscientist.com/2018/04/11/you-dont-have-a-lizard-brain/


THE BRAIN, LIKE A COMPUTER, CAN BE PROGRAMMED AND REPROGRAMMED.
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The Box

This is the box.

Remember, your mind is not in the box. The 
box is in your mind. 

Walls of the box:

1. Fear
2. Knowledge
3. Complacency
4. Assumption
5. Rules
6. Habit
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• The box is in your mind.
• So are the walls. 
• What do the walls represent to you?

You don’t know what you don’t know. 

Consider adopting a mindset of curiosity. 
Look at things from a different angle. 

Questioning is the journey to discovery. 

HOW DO YOU GET OUT OF THE BOX?
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Fear

A new idea always arrives untested, 
without any guarantees as to how it 
will develop and perform in the future.

Fear-inducing phrases:

• It will never work
• We don’t have the time
• It’s not in the budget
• The boss will never go for it
• We’ve always done it this way
• That sounds stupid
• Let’s see what the committee thinks
• It’s not our style
• I’ve seen that before 
• The last person who suggested that 

doesn’t work here anymore.



IDEAS ARE LIKE ELECTRICITY.
THEY CONTAIN TREMENDOUS ENERGY BUT ARE 
ONLY HARMFUL WHEN HANDLED CARELESSLY.
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THE ROAD TO BRILLIANCE IS 
OFTEN PAVED WITH ABSURDITY.
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Assumptions

Like the lenses in a pair of glasses, 
assumptions act as filters that change 
the way we see things.
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Knowledge

Knowledge is Assumption’s bigger, 
stronger brother.
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The Rules

Create a “Rule-Free Zone” as well as a 
“Fear-Free Zone”

Don't be afraid. Fear is the devil, and RJ 
is your excorcisin' priest, helpin' you 
out!
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Habits

The problem with habits is that they 
don’t just dull our awareness of what 
we are doing. They dull our awareness 
of how we might do it differently or 
better.



EVERY TIME YOU ACKNOWLEDGE A HABIT, THERE IS THE CHANCE TO FIRE UP
CURIOSITY AND FIND A CREATIVE WAY OF IMPROVING WHAT YOU DO.
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Complacency

If it ain’t broke, don’t fix it.
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What’s the problem?

Start with the problem. 
Don’t go looking for a solution.
Look harder at the Problem.
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Your creative process

• Understanding Your Ambitions
• Restating & Reframing the Problem
• Finding the Problems Behind the 

Problem
• Separating Cause, Problem, and 

Effect
• Changing Your Perspective
• Identifying the Motivators
• Challenging Your Assumptions
• Extending Your Sphere of Influence 
• Overcoming Barriers
• Clarification and Commitment
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Understanding your ambitions

What?

• What is the problem?
• What is the opportunity?
• What are our criteria for success?
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Understanding your ambitions

Who?

• Who are the parties involved?
• Who is losing out?
• Who is benefiting and how?
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Understanding your ambitions

Why?

• Why has this problem developed?
• Why have we not solved it before?   
• Why are we solving it now?                
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Understanding your ambitions

When?

• When will we take action?
• When will we complete the task?
• When will we review and assess the 

results?



CAUSE, PROBLEM, EFFECT
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CHANGE YOUR PERSPECTIVE
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PROBLEM ROOTS
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IDENTIFY YOUR MOTIVATORS
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• The need to feel secure
• The need to save time
• The need to look good
• The need to make money
• The need to save money
• The need to feel good



CHALLENGING ASSUMPTIONS
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EXTEND YOUR SPHERE OF INFLUENCE
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List all of the people or groups of people who 
are involved and then plot them on the Influence 
Diagram below. In the inner circle put the names 
of those people or departments you can either 
directly influence or control. In the next, circle, 
put the names of those who are beyond your 
control but perhaps still within reach of your 
influence. In the outer circle, put those who 
appear to be beyond both your control and your 
influence. Then examine the motivators of this 
outer group, then ask how you can affect their 
needs and rewards. This might help you 
understand how you can move these people into 
the inner circle of your influence.



OVERCOMING BARRIERS
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What has stopped us solving this problem?  
Write the perceived problem in the top box. 
Then, underneath, list ten barriers that have 
stopped you solving the problem in the past. 
Ask a second question of each barrier:
“How can we get around it?” 
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What stops solutioning?

• Do I feel lost?
• Do I feel Clueless?
• Do I feel adrift?
• Do I feel trapped?
• Do I feel overwhelmed?
• Do I feel bewildered?
• Do I feel tricked?
• Do I feel spellbound?
• Do I feel hopeless?
• Do I feel overloaded?
• Do I feel stuck?
• Do I feel frustrated?



DESIGN IS EVERYWHERE
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Graphic designers are barraged by the work of other designers 
and artists as well as by constant contact with nature and science, 
news media and pop culture, high art and visual pollution. 

Many artists and authors turn inward to a lifetime of personal 
experience and human emotion to discover sparks of meaning 
and connection. 

Yet inspiration also comes from the world around us. Looking 
outside of yourself is a key strategy for finding ideas



HOW TO DEFINE PROBLEMS
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BRAINSTORMING
Attacking a problem from 
many directions at once, 
bombarding it with rapid-
fire ideas in order to come 
up with viable solutions.

MIND MAPPING
Also called “radiant 
thinking,” mind mapping is 
a form of mental research 
that allows designers to 
quickly explore the scope 
of a given problem, topic, 
or subject area

INTERVIEWING
Ethnography is the 
practice of gathering data 
through observations, 
interviews, and 
questionnaires. 

VISUAL RESEARCH
Collect brand visuals. 
Visualize for trends. 
Analyze and gain insights.

BRAND MATRIX
A matrix diagram crosses 
two different value scales, 
such as rational/ 
emotional and 
elite/popular. 

SITE RESEARCH
Visit a site. Photograph. 
Walk. Observe 
interactions. Listen. 
Sketch.

CREATIVE BRIEF
Statement of goals at the 
outset of the project. The 
creative brief then serves 
as a checkpoint for 
evaluating work.



HOW TO GET IDEAS
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VISUAL BRAIN DUMP
Start sketching. Set a time 
limit. (20 sketches/20 mins) 
Keep moving & iterate. 

FORCED CONNECTIONS
Choose connection. Make two 
lists. Combine styles, 
messages, or functions 
between an item on each list. 
Force connections. Choose 
one or more viable ideas.

ACTION VERBS
Start with a basic concept. 
Apply a series of actions to 
the core image or idea. 
Produce a list of action words 
that describe the action of 
your concept. Sketch, iterate, 
move quickly and produce as 
many ideas quickly.

EVERYTHING FROM 
EVERYWHERE
Be a sponge. Sketch 
everything. Observe other 
artists. Make a database of 
experiences and inspiration. 
Iterate ideas based on 
inspiration.

RHETORICAL FIGURES
Rhetoric is the art of 
communication, forces active 
connections between 
concepts and visual 
understanding. Use figures of 
speech to inspire, persuade, 
inform, and delight. 

ICON, INDEX, SYMBOL
Communicate via each. Icons 
use shape, color, sound, and 
texture to make connections. 
Index is a literal and visual 
interpretation of an object, not 
abstract. Symbol is an 
abstract representation.

LOST IN TRANSLATION
Identify languages and locales 
that appeal to you or your 
goals. Begin with the language 
most familiar to you. Research 
translations. Understand 
cultural connections to line, 
shape, color, etc. Use words or 
symbols that are shared 
between languages. Some of 
the most amazing designers 
come from outside of the 
USA.



HOW TO CREATE FORM
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SPRINTING
Force new ideas within a time 
frame. Set goals, warm-up, dive 
in, and decide what ideas stay 
or go.

ALTERNATIVE GRIDS
Break the grid, throw it away! 
Get experimental with your
compositions, be inspired by
objects that move for example.

KIT OF PARTS
Like a box of random LEGO 
pieces, create elements, 
objects, and motifs and group 
them into a collection. Pull 
from those “parts” to create 
your designs.

THINK PHYSICALLY
Go analog. Draw, build, 
photograph, conceptualize, refine. 
Use real materials to create your 
designs.

UNCONVENTIONAL TOOLS
Literally anything Stefan 
Sagmeister does. Drop the pencil 
and screens and apply ink, paint 
to building tools to create 
designs.

RECONSTRUCTION
Break things, forget how they can 
be rebuilt, and either build new 
things or try to rebuild it based on 
memory. Out of this process, new 
ideas and ways of making will 
emerge.



HOW TO CREATE FORM
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1. Sprinting
2. Alternative Grids
3. Kit of Parts
4. Brand Languages
5. Mock-Ups
6. Physical Thinking
7. Take The Matter Outside
8. Unconventional Tools
9. Regurgitation
10.Reconstruction

HOW DESIGNERS THINK

1. How do you get in the mood?
2. How do you create form?
3. How do you edit?
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Brainstorming Tools

Desktop:
• Miro
• Mural
• Google Docs
• Bubbl.us
• GERU
• MindMap
• Popplet
• Coggle
• Wisemapping

Mobile apps:
• Ideament
• MindGenius
• SimpleMind
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